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Abstract— The ability to mine large volumes of distributed
datasets enables more precise decision making. However,
privacy concerns should be carefully addressed when min-
ing datasets distributed over autonomous sites. We pro-
pose a new cryptography-based Privacy-Preserving Protocol
for Association Rule Mining with t collusion resistance
(P3ARM-t), where t is the threshold of number of colluding
sites. P3ARM-t is based on a distributed implementation
of the Apriori algorithm. The key idea is to arbitrary
assign polling sites to collect itemsets’ supports in encrypted
forms using homomorphic encryption techniques. Polling
sites are randomly assigned and are different for consecutive
rounds of the protocol to reduce the potential for collusion.
Our performance analysis shows that P3ARM-t significantly
outperforms a leading existing protocol. Moreover, P3ARM-
t is scalable in the number of sites and the volume of data.
The protocol also decreases the potential for collusion for
up to t colluding sites.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the process of filtering through large
amounts of raw data for useful information. This informa-
tion is made up of meaningful patterns and trends that are
already in the data but were previously unseen. Different
data mining techniques help analysts recognize significant
relationships, trends and patterns in raw data in order to
make better decisions.

Distributed data mining algorithms apply data mining
tasks on datasets distributed among different sites. How-
ever, privacy concerns may prevent cooperative sites to
provide their data for mining; a survey of Internet users’
attitudes towards privacy [1] showed that 17% of the
users are extremely concerned about any use of their data
and generally unwilling to provide their data, even when
privacy protection measures were in place. For 56% of
the users, these concerns are often significantly reduced
by the presence of privacy protection measures. Indeed,
there is an increasing need to develop privacy-preserving
solutions for different cooperative computation scenarios,
including data mining.

This paper presents a new protocol for mining data
that are distributed among mutually untrusting parties. We
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focus on mining association rules on the union of datasets
that are partitioned horizontally among autonomous sites.
The data schemes of all partitions are the same, i.e.,
their records represent transactions on the same set of
items. The goal is to produce a set of global association
rules, while limiting the information shared between sites.
Examples of such cases include the consumer transactions
recorded by different supermarkets and medical records
collected by competitive medical insurance companies.

In this model of cooperation, it is not necessary to
transfer the whole datasets to apply association mining
tasks. Only aggregating information on each data set is
sufficient to calculate the itemsets’ support counts and
hence discovering association rules. However, exchanging
aggregate information about the data may reveal sensitive
rules. For example, suppose a public agency would like
to mine health records. Insurance companies have data
on patients’ diseases and prescriptions. Imagine a rule
indicating a high rate of complications with a particular
medical procedure. If this rule does not hold globally,
the insurer would like to know this - they can then try to
pinpoint the problem with their policies and improve their
care. If the fact that the insurer’s data supports this rule is
revealed, the insurer could be exposed to significant public
relations or liability issues [2].The proposed protocol
mines the data without leaking any information about the
sites’ private inputs.

The problem of privacy-preserving data mining is a
special case of the Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC)
problem. The SMC problem aims to compute some func-
tion of inputs that are scattered among different parties,
without having these parties reveal their individual inputs.
In [3], Goldreich provided a proof that for such function,
there is a SMC solution. The approach used is to represent
the function as a combinatorial circuit. The parties then
run a short protocol for every gate in the circuit. The
size of the protocol depends on the size of the circuit
which renders the solution unscalable for large inputs.
Therefore, this approach is inefficient for data mining, and
customized solutions should be developed to overcome its
performance limitations.

The main contribution of this paper is proposing a new
efficient cryptography-based protocol for privately mining
association rules, termed P3ARM-t (Privacy-Preserving
Protocol for Association Rule Mining witht Collusion
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resistance). The protocol privately mines data that is
partitioned between three or more sites. P3ARM-t also
decreases the potential for collusion as will be detailed
later. P3ARM-t enables the participating sites to discover
the correct and complete set of rules over the union of
their databases without disclosing any information about
their individual inputs. The proposed protocol achieves
the required level of privacy while imposing minimal
communication and computation overhead to the mining
task.

P3ARM-t is based on a distributed implementation of
the Apriori algorithm [4][5]. We propose a performance
enhancement to the scheme in [5] and add privacy pre-
serving functionality. In P3ARM-t, each itemset is arbi-
trary assigned to a pair of polling sites. The polling sites
securely decide whether the itemset is globally supported.
This organization minimizes the probability of collusion
and provides a scalable solution for large number of sites.
Hence, P3ARM-t is a practical and applicable approach
for privately mining data that is distributed among com-
peting or mutually untrusting parties.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II includes classification of privacy-preserving data
mining approaches and related work. Section III provides
background on the data mining algorithms forming the
basis of our solution. The proposed protocol is presented
in Section IV. Section V demonstrates the protocol by an
example. Section VI gives a security analysis. Section VII
presents a performance analysis. Section VIII presents
further discussion on P3ARM-t and compares it with the
protocol proposed in [2]. Finally, Section IX concludes
the paper and outlines directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There is an increasing number of algorithms for
privacy-preserving data mining motivated by the increase
in the need for applying mining tasks on sensitive data
owned by different mutually untrusting autonomous par-
ties. Mainly, privacy-preserving data mining solutions can
be classified based on the core approach used into data
randomization solutions and cryptography-based solu-
tions. The former solutions reveal randomized information
about each record in the data set in exchange for not
having to reveal the original records. The latter ones rely
on a secure protocol using cryptography primitives and
tools employed by the participating parties. Privacy is
achieved if at the end of the execution of the protocol
no party knows anything except its own input and the
mining results. Methods presented in [6] and [7] are based
on randomization approach. In [6], a data probabilistic
distortion technique is used. A mining process for gen-
erating frequent itemsets from the distorted database was
presented, along with a set of optimizations to address the
fact that mining the distorted database is more expensive
than mining the true database. The presented algorithm
achieves privacy of over 80% and an error of less than
10%. In [7], the randomized response technique is used
to conduct the data mining computation. The proposed

method builds decision tree classifiers from the disguised
data. Recent approaches for privacy-preserving data clas-
sification are proposed in [8] and [9], where cryptographic
tools are used to minimize the information shared.

The advantage of the randomization approach is its
performance, but it achieves this at the cost of accuracy.

In [10], Vaidya and Clifton present a cryptography-
based protocol that addresses the problem of mining
association rules across two databases where the columns
in the table are at different sites, splitting each row.
There is a join key present in both databases and the
remaining attributes are present in one database or the
other, but not both. The goal is to find association rules
involving attributes other than the join key. The method is
based on a privacy-preserving scalar product protocol, and
an efficient protocol for computing scalar product while
preserving privacy of the individual values.

The recent protocol proposed in [11] employs similar
cryptographic techniques as the one used by Kantarcioglu
and Clifton in [2], (we term their protocol KCP and
we discuss it later in section VIII) The main idea is
to enhance the performance by filtering out candidate
itemsets, especially for the large 2-itemsets. Filtering is
done by hashing candidate itemsets into global buckets
and assigning sites for securely checking these buckets
and decide on the itemsets whose support exceeds the
minimum support threshold. The proposed protocol suf-
fers from the same high order of communication as KCP.

The cryptography-based approach ensures that the re-
sults are the same as the results obtained from the
original algorithms - without the privacy concerns - but
is generally more expensive than randomization [12].

Our work follows the cryptography-based approach
with the goal of improving the performance while achiev-
ing privacy.

III. B ACKGROUND

In this section we describe theApriori algorithm [4]
and a distributed implementation of that algorithm [5].
As stated above, P3ARM-t builds on the distributed
implementation ofApriori.

A. Association rule mining and theApriori algorithm

The association rule mining problem was formally
defined in [4] as follows. LetI = {i1, i2...in} be be a set
of items. LetDB be a set of transa LetI = {i1, i2...in}
be a set of items. LetDB be a set of transactions, where
each transactionT is an itemset such thatT ⊆ I. Given
an itemsetX ⊆ I, a transactionT containsX if and
only if X ⊆ T . An association rule is an implication of
the formX ⇒ Y whereX ⇒ I, Y ⇒ I andX ∩Y = φ.
The rule X ⇒ Y has supports if s% of transactions
in DB contain X ∪ Y . The association rule holds in
the transaction databaseDB with confidencec if c%
of transactions inDB that contain X also contains
Y . An itemset X with k items calledk-itemset. The
problem of mining association rules is to find all rules
whose support and confidence are higher than certain
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user specified minimum support and confidence. In this
respect, a transaction databaseDB can be seen as 0/1
matrix where each column is an item and each row is a
transaction. TheApriori algorithm has been developed
for rule mining in large transaction databases by IBM’s
Quest project team [4]. They have decomposed the
problem of mining association rules into two parts:

- Find all combinations of items that have transaction
support above minimum support. Call those combinations
frequent itemsets, and
- Use the frequent itemsets to generate the desired rules.

The general idea is that if, say, ABCD and AB are
frequent itemsets, then we can determine if the rule
AB ⇒ CD holds by computing the ratior = sup-
port(ABCD)/support(AB). The rule holds only ifr ≥
minimum confidence. Note that the rule will have min-
imum support because ABCD is frequent. TheApriori
algorithm makes multiple passes over the database. In the
first pass, it simply counts item occurrences to determine
the frequent 1-itemsets. A subsequent pass, say passk,
consists of two phases. First, the frequent itemsetsLk−1

(the set of all frequent(k − 1)-itemsets) found in the
(k−1)th pass are used to generate the candidate itemsets
Ck, using theApriori gen() function. This function first
joinsLk−1 with Lk−1, the joining condition being that the
lexicographically ordered firstk − 2 items are the same.
Next, it deletes all those itemsets from the join result that
have some(k−1)-subset that is not inLk−1 yielding Ck.

B. Models of Cooperation

There are many ways different sites could cooperate
in performing data mining tasks. Figure 1 describes
two ways of cooperation that are common in practice;
namely the heterogeneous and the homogeneous coop-
eration models. In the heterogeneous cooperation model
(Figure 1.a); each site holds different features of a
data set. For example, if the whole data set consists of
employees’ salaries and ages, in a heterogeneous model,
Alice could hold the salary information while Bob holds
the age information. In the homogeneous cooperation
model (Figure 1.b); both sites hold the same features,
but each site holds a different subset of the data set.
For instance, in a homogeneous model, Alice could hold
department A’s employee information while Bob holds
department B’s employee information.

These different models pose different problems, leading
to different algorithms for privacy-preserving data mining.
In this work, we develop a protocol for privacy preserving
data mining in the homogeneous data distribution model.

C. Distributed association rule mining

Cheung et al. proposed a method for mining association
rules when data is partitioned horizontally between sites
[5]. The problem can be defined as follows: LetDB be a
partitioned database located atn sites namelyS1,S2. . .

Figure 1. Models of Cooperation in Distributed Data Mining

Sn. The database partitions at these sites areDB1, DB2. .
. DBn , respectively. Let the size ofDB and the partition
DBi beD andDi, respectively. For a given itemsetX, X
has local support count ofX.supi at siteSi if X.supi of
the transactions inDBi containsX. The global support
count of X is given asX.sup =

∑n
i=1 X.supi. For a

given minimum supports, X is globally large ifX.sup ≥
s × D; correspondingly,X is locally large at siteSi, if
X.supi ≥ s × Di. In the following, we will useL to
denote all the globally large itemsets inDB and Lk to
denote all globally largek-itemsets inL. The problem of
mining association rules in a distributed databaseDB can
be reduced to the finding of all globally large itemsets.
For a siteSi, if an itemsetX is both locally large at site
Si and globally large, then we say thatX is heavy at site
Si. We will useHLi to denote the set of heavy itemsets at
siteSi, andHLi

k to denote the set of heavyk-itemsets at
site Si. In a straightforward adaptation ofApriori, in the
kth iteration, the set of candidate sets would be generated
by applying Apriori gen function onLk−1. We denote
this set of candidate sets byCAk (which stands for size-
k candidate sets fromApriori). In other words,CAk =
Apriori gen (Lk−1). At each siteSi, let CHi

k be the set
of candidates sets generated by applyingApriori gen on
HLi

k−1, i.e., CHi
k = Apriori gen (HLi

k−1), (CH stands
for candidate sets generated from heavy itemsets). Hence
CHi

k is generated fromHLi
k−1, which is only a subset of

Lk−1. For clarity, Table I lists the notations used in our
discussion of the distributed association rule protocols.
The method can be summarized as follows:

1) Candidate Sets Generation: generate the candidate
setsCHi

k= Apriori gen(HLi
k−1). Each site gener-

ates candidates based on the intersection of globally
large (k − 1) itemsets and locally large(k − 1)-
itemsets.

2) Local Pruning: For eachX ∈ CHi
k, scan the
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TABLE I.
NOTATION

D The number of transactions in databaseDB
Di The number of transactions in the partitionDBi

Lk The set of globally largek-itemsets
CAk The set of candidate sets generated fromLk

HLi
k The set of heavyk-itemsets at siteSi

CHi
k The set of candidate sets generated fromHLi

k−1

LLi
k The set of locally large k-itemsets inCHi

k
X.sup The global support count of an itemsetX
X.supi The local support count of an itemsetX at siteSi

databaseDBi at Si to computeX.supi. If X is
locally large atSi, it is included in theLLi

k set. It
is clear that ifX is supported globally, it will be
supported in one site.

3) Support Count Exchange:LLi
k are broadcast, and

each site computes the local support for the items
in LLi

k.
4) Broadcast Mining Results: Each site broadcasts the

local support for itemsets inLLi
k .From this, each

site is able to computeLk.

The above method requiresO(n2) messages for count
exchange for each candidate set, wheren is the number
of partitions. The protocol in [2] is based on this method.
To ensure that onlyO(n) messages are required for
every candidate set, an optimization technique has been
introduced. A simple assignment function, which could be
a hashing function, is used to determine a polling site for
each candidate set. For each candidate setX, its polling
site is responsible for broadcasting the polling request,
collecting the support counts, and deciding whetherX
is large or not. Since there is only one polling site for
each candidate setX, the number of messages required
for count exchange forX is O(n). The optimized method
can be summarized as follows:

1) Candidate Sets Generation: generate the candidate
setsCHi

k = Apriori gen(HLi
k−1) as before.

2) Candidates sent to Polling Sites:Si acts as a home
site of its candidate sets; for every polling site
Sj , Si finds all the candidate sets inLLi

k whose
polling site areSj and stores them inLLi,j

k (i.e.,
candidates are being divided into groups according
to their polling sites), the local support counts of the
candidate sets are also stored in the corresponding
set LLi,j

k ; sends eachLLi,j
k to the corresponding

polling siteSj .
3) Polling Site sends Polling Requests:Si acts as a

polling site; Si receives allLLi
k sent to him from

the other sites; for every candidate setX received,
Si finds the list of originating sites from whichX is
being sent;Si then broadcasts the polling request to
the other sites not on the list to collect the support
counts.

4) Remote Site replies Polling Requests:Si acts as
a remote site to reply polling requests; for every
polling requestLLp,j

k from polling site Sp , Si

sends the local support counts of the candidates in

LLp,j
k back toSp .

5) Polling Site Computes Heavy Itemsets:Si acts as
a polling site to compute the heavy itemsets;Si re-
ceives the support counts from the other sites; com-
putes the global support counts for its candidates in
LLi

k and finds the heavy itemsets; eventually,Si

broadcasts the heavy itemsets together with their
global support counts to all sites.

The problem of mining association rules in a distributed
databaseDB can be reduced to the finding of all globally
large itemsets [5]. For a siteSi, if an itemsetX is both
locally large at siteSi and globally large, then we say
thatX is heavy at siteSi. In a straightforward adaptation
of Apriori [4], in the kth iteration, the set of candidate
sets would be generated by applying Apriorigenfunction
on Lk−1 (the set of globally large(k− 1)-itemsets). This
function first joinsLk−1 with Lk−1, the joining condition
being that the lexicographically ordered firstk − 2 items
are the same. Next, it deletes all those itemsets from the
join result that have some(k − 1)-subset that is not in
Lk−1. We denote this set of candidate sets byCAk. In
other words,CAk = Apriori gen (Lk−1). At each site
Si, let CHi

k be the set of candidates sets generated by
applying Apriori gen on HLi

k−1 (the set of heavy(k −
1)-itemsets atSi) , i.e., CHi

k = Apriori gen (HLi
k−1, ).

HenceCHi
k is generated fromHLi

k−1, which is only a
subset ofLk−1.

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVINGPROTOCOL FOR

ASSOCIATIONRULE M INING WITH t COLLUSION

RESISTANCE(P3ARM-t)

We will extend and enhance the distributed associa-
tion rule algorithm in [5] (described above) to achieve
privacy. The goal is to construct a secure version of the
algorithm by preventing the disclosure of any information
beyond the mining results. Our work is inspired, in part,
by the protocol recently proposed by the Kantarcioglu
and Clifton Protocol (KCP for short) proposed in [2]
for privately discovering association rules in horizontally
partitioned data. Their protocol is based on cryptographic
tools, namely the commutative encryption and secure
comparison, to discover the frequent rules. We will dis-
cuss KCP in more detail in Section VIII along with a
comparison with our P3ARM-t.

A. Problem Definition

Let n ≥ 3 be the number of sites. Each sitei has
a private transaction databaseDBi. Given a support
thresholds and confidencec as percentages, the goal is
to discover all association rules satisfying the thresholds.
To preserve privacy of data owned by participating sites,
it is required to limit the information leakage so that each
site - after the execution of the protocol - knows nothing
that cannot be simulated knowing its own input data and
the mining results. We consider the following as protected
private information:

• The itemsets supported at each site
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• The local support count of an itemset at each site
• The global support count of an itemset at each

iterationk
• Database size at each site.

Instead of using the actual support count to decide
whether an itemsets is heavy or not, we will use theexcess
support countof the itemset, i.e. by how much a support
count at a site exceeds the threshold supports. For an
itemset to be globally heavy, the following inequality must
be true [2]:∑n

j=1 X.supj ≥ s×∑n
j=1 DBj

⇒ ∑n
j=1 X.supj − s×∑n

j=1 DBj ≥ 0.
We will denote (X.supj-s×|DBj |) by X.esupj .

B. Assumptions

• Public-Key Infrastructure. We assume that a public-
key infrastructure is available to all parties; We as-
sume that every partyi has a public keyP i known by
all parties, and a private keyQi known only to party
i. The keys are generated from a cryptographic sys-
tem homomorphic over addition, That is, the product
of two encrypted values is equal to the encrypted
sum of the values:Ek(x) ∗ Ek(y) = Ek(x + y).
Homomorphic encryption is used in voting protocols
to verify the tally of the ballots without revealing
what those ballots are. Benaloh proposes in [13] a
homomorphic encryption system. The work in [14]
makes use of the homomorphism over the addition
to construct cryptographic counters used to build a
secure voting system. In the appendix, we show how
El-Gamal cryptosystem can be used to fulfill this
requirement.

• Semi-Honest Threat Model. The participating parties
are assumed to be semi-honest. A semi-honest party
follows the rules of the protocol using its correct
input, but after the protocol is free to use whatever it
sees during execution of the protocol to compromise
privacy [3].

• Collusion. Initially, we assume no collusion between
sites; in section IV-D, we will suggest a solution to
protect against a potential collusion problem that can
reveal the support information of sensitive itemsets.

C. Proposed protocol

P3ARM-t is based on the distributed data mining algo-
rithm, however, additional processing is required to limit
the disclosure of information. This is achieved by commu-
nicating support counts in encrypted form and assigning
a pair of polling sites to each itemsets: we will call them
thepolling site and theco-pollingsite. The polling site is
responsible for collecting and summing encrypted support
counts, the co-polling site is responsible for decrypting the
support count, securely compare it with the threshold and
broadcasting the result to all sites. We will assume that,
for a polling siteSi, Si+1 mod n acts as its co-polling
site. We will omit themod n for simplicity. The protocol
can be summarized as follows:

1) Candidate Sets Generation: Knowing the globally
large(k−1)-itemsets at iterationk, each site locally
compute candidate setsCAk = Apriori gen(Lk−1).

2) Candidates sent to Polling Sites: For every polling
site Sj , the site finds all the candidate sets inCAk

whose polling site areSj and stores them inCAj
k.

The excess support count of the candidate sets is
encrypted with the public keyP j+1 of the co-
polling siteSj+1 and stored in the corresponding set
CAj

k , the site sends eachCAj
k to the corresponding

polling siteSj .
3) Polling Site Computes Heavy Itemsets:Si acts as

a polling site to compute the heavy itemsets;Si

receives the support information from the other
sites encrypted using the key of its neighboring
site i+1; Si computes the global encrypted excess
support counts for its candidates.
So for a candidatek-itemsetX, Si computes:

EP i+1(X.esup) = EPi+1(
∑n

j=1 X.esupj)
=

∏n
j=1 EPi+1(X.esupj).

Si generates a random numberr that is used
to conceal the global support count.Si sends
to Si+1 the value EPi+1(r +

∑n
j=1 X.esupj)).

Si+1 decrypts the received value and obtains
r + (

∑n
j=1 X.esupj). To determine if X is

globally heavy itemset,Si and Si+1 engage in
secure protocol to test whetherr + (X.esup) > r
whereSi knowsr andSi+1 knowsr + (X.esup).
This can be done using Yao method for secure
comparison [15].Si+1 broadcasts the global heavy
itemsets to all sites.

The protocol pseudo-code is given in the appendix.
P3ARM-t contains the following message types:

• submit(k,esupp[]):sent by a site to the polling site at
round k, the message contains the encrypted excess
support counts esupp[] of the itemsets assigned to
that polling site.

• collect(k,sum[]): sent by a polling site to its co-
polling site at roundk, the message contains the
encrypted sum of the itemsets concealed by random
values.

• scompare(k,r[],sum[]): a set of messages exchanged
between the polling and co-polling sites, at roundk,
to securely compare the sum of supports with the
random values.

• result(k,flag[]): broadcast by the co-polling sites to
all other sites, the message contains a 1-bit flag per
itemset indicating whether the itemset is globally
supported or not. A typical message exchange se-
quence is depicted in Figure 2

Securely comparing the confidence of a rule
For a ruleX ⇒ Y and under the restricted privacy

constraints, the support counts are not revealed so no site
knows the value ofXY.sup or X.sup. They only know
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Figure 2. Exchange of Messages in P3ARM-t per Round per Polling Site

whether a support count exceeds the minimum support
threshold or not. We will use the transformation proposed
in [2] to be able to use above protocol to check the
confidence of a rule:

XY.sup/X.sup > c
⇒ ∑n

i=1 XY.supi/
∑n

i=1 X.supi > c
⇒ ∑n

i=1(XY.supi − c ∗X.supi) > 0
For a ruleX ⇒ Y , a sitej sendsE(XY.supj − c ∗

X.supj) to the polling site and using the secure com-
parison algorithm, the confidence of the rule is checked
against the threshold value without revealing the rule
confidence or the support of any of its itemsets.

D. Collusion Resistance

In this section we discuss how to ensure the secrecy
of the support count of an itemset that may be a part
of a sensitive association rule (the complications associ-
ated with a certain medical procedure for example).The
collusion between the polling and co-polling site for this
itemset may reveal the support count at all other sites.
For this purpose, we assume that the participating sites
agree on a setV of sensitive itemsets whereV ⊆ I.
We also assume that the cryptosystem has the threshold
decryption property. Whenever an itemsetX contains one
or more items belonging toV , we considerX as sensitive
itemset and assignPd co-polling sites to be responsible
for decrypting the sumX.sup instead of one co-polling
site. Each of thePd sites hold a secret share of the
private key and if sufficiently many of them cooperate,
they decrypt the support count. However, no coalition
below the threshold value is able to decrypt the encrypted
support count; this represents a higher privacy level for
sensitive itemsets.

V. DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Assume the databaseDB size is kept private, the
database is split among four sites with partitionsDB1,
DB2, DB3 and DB4. Assume also that the support

thresholds = 10 % and that, the second iteration (k=2),
we have the set of globally heavy 1-itemsetsL1=
{A,B,C, D,E}. The four sites follow the algorithm
described above to find the globally heavy 2-itemsetsL2.
Step 1: Candidate sets generation
At each site; CA2 = Apriori gen(L1) =
{AB, AC,AD, AE, BC, BD,BE, CD, CE, DE}

Step 2: Candidate sets support count sent to the
corresponding polling sites

Assume S1 is assigned as the polling site of
{AB, AC}, S2 is assigned{AD, AE}, S3 is assigned
{BC, BD,BE} and finallyS4 is assigned as the polling
site of {CD, CE, DE}.
Each site sends the encrypted local support count excess
of each itemset inCH2 to the corresponding polling site
as an ordered tuple.

S1 receives(Ep2(AB.esup2), Ep2(AC.esup2) from
S2, (Ep2(AB.esup3), Ep2(AC.esup3) from S3, and
(Ep2(AB.esup4), Ep2(AC.esup4) from S4.

S2 receives(Ep3(AD.esup1), Ep3(AE.esup1) from
S1, (Ep3(AD.esup3), Ep3(AE.esup3) from S3, and
(Ep3(AD.esup4), Ep3(AE.esup4) from S4.

S3 receives (Ep4(BC.esup1), Ep4(BD.esup1),
Ep4(BE.esup1) from S1, (Ep4(BC.esup2),
Ep4(BD.esup2), Ep4(BE.esup2) from S2, and
(Ep4(BC.esup4), Ep4(BD.esup4), Ep4(BE.esup4)
from S4.

S4 receives (Ep1(CD.esup1), Ep1(CE.esup1),
Ep1(DE.esup1) from S1, (Ep1(CD.esup2),
Ep1(CE.esup2), Ep1(DE.esup2) from S2, and
(Ep1(CD.esup3), Ep1(CE.esup3), Ep1(DE.esup3)
from S3.
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Step 3: Find Global heavy 2-itemsets

S1 computes Ep2(r1 + AB.esup) = Ep2(r1 +
AB.esup1) + Ep2(AB.esup2) + Ep2(AB.esup3) +
Ep2(AB.esup4)Ep2(r1 + AC.esup) = Ep2(r1 +
AC.esup1) + Ep2(AC.esup2) + Ep2(AC.esup3) +
Ep2(AC.esup4).

Similarly, S2 computesEp3(r2 +AD.esup), S3 com-
putesEp4(r3 + BC.esup), andS4 computesEp1(r4 +
CD.esup).

Each site sends the encrypted value to the adjacent
site for decryption:S1 sends (Ep2(r1 + AB.esup),
Ep2(r1 + AC.esup)) to S2 who decrypts the values and
securely compare(r1 + AB.esup, r1 + AC.esup) with
(r1, r1) known byS1.

Similarly, S2 sends(Ep3(r2 + AD.esup), Ep3(r2 +
AE.esup)) to S3, S3 sends (Ep4(r3 + BC.esup) ,
Ep4(r3 + BD.esup), Ep4(r3 + BE.esup)) to S4, and
S4 sends(Ep1(r4 + CD.esup), Ep1(r4 + CE.esup),
Ep1(r4 + DE.esup)) to S1.

Each site broadcasts the itemsets whose excess support
counts exceed the random values. These itemsets consti-
tute the globally heavy itemsetsL2.

Now, assume that the itemA is a sensitive item. Hence,
V = {AD,AE} is the set of sensitive itemsets whose
excess support should be protected against collusion. In
this case, more than one site should be assigned as co-
polling sites for itemsets inV . Assume sitesS2 andS3

are the assigned sites. Hence,S2 and S3 share a secret
key, and together they decrypt the global support count
of the items inV .

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Definition of Private Computation

Let f = (f1, f2) be probabilistic polynomial-time func-
tionality and letΠ be a two-party protocol for computing
f . The view of theith party (i ∈ {1, 2}) during an
execution ofΠ on (x, y) is denotedviewΠ

i (x, y) and
equals(x, ri,mi

1,m
i
t), where ri equals the contents of

the ith party’s internal random tape, andmi
j represents

the jth message that it received. The output of theith

party during an execution ofΠ on (x, y) is denoted
outputΠi (x, y)and can be computed from its own view
of the execution. DenoteoutputΠ(x, y) = outputΠ1 (x, y),
outputΠ2 (x, y).

Let f = (f1, f2) be functionality. We say thatΠ pri-
vately computesf in the presence of semi-honest parties
if there exist probabilistic polynomial-time algorithmsS1

andS2 such that

Where≡ denotes computational indistinguishability.

The above equations state that the view of a party can
be simulated by a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
given access to the party’s input and output only. Thus,
to prove that a protocol achieves privacy, we only need
to show the existence of a simulator for each party
that satisfies the above equations. It should be noted
however that this does not quite guarantee that private
information is protected. Whatever information can be
deduced from the final result obviously cannot be kept
private. The key to the definition of privacy is that nothing
is learned beyond what is inherent in the result. A detailed
discussion of the privacy theorem, as well as the proof,
can be found in [3].

B. Proof of security level achieved

We use the proof by simulation to prove the security
of the proposed protocols. The key idea is to show that
a polynomial time simulator can simulate the view of
the parties during the execution of the protocol based on
their local inputs and the global result. We also use the
composition theorem which states that if a functiong is
securely reduced to another functionf , andf is computed
securely, then the computation off(g) is secure [3].
Theorem
P3ARM-t privately computesLk in the semi-honest
model.
Proof
Step 1: each site locally computesCAk based on the
globally known large itemsetsLk−1, so no communica-
tion occurs in this step, each site can simulate its view by
running the algorithm on its own input.
Step 2: same as step 1; each site locally encrypt the
support count for each candidate itemset.
Step 3:each polling site receives the encrypted support
counts. Assuming the security of the encryption; the
encrypted support counts are computationally indistin-
guishable from a number chosen from a uniform distrib-
ution. Hence, the polling site can simulate the encrypted
supports received by a uniform random number generator.
The polling site neighbor receives the encrypted sum of
the support counts concealed by a random numberr
generated by the polling site, hence, the value obtained by
the neighbor site after the decryption is computationally
indistinguishable from a random number. Each polling
site engages in a secure comparison protocol with its
neighbor to decide whether the global support exceeds
the threshold value. Hence, no information is disclosed in
this step that can not be simulated based on the site input
and output. In case a co-polling sites possesses a share of
the secret key, the support count encrypted with the public
key is again indistinguishable from a random number, and
the secrecy of the support count in is hence guarantee by
the underlying threshold decryption scheme. The Shamir
secret sharing scheme [16] provides a provably secure
and efficient threshold decryption based on interpolation
of polynomials over a finite field.

Therefore, based on Steps 1, 2, and 3, we can conclude
that the proposed protocol securely calculatesLk.
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VII. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

We assume we haven sites, the total database size is
|DB| (it is enough to have an upper bound of this value).
A support count is presented inm = d log2|DB|e bits. Let
t be the number of bits in the output of the encryption of a
support count. The number of candidate itemsets at round
k is |CAk|, and the number of polling sites isP (initially
we haveP = n, later we will suggest a modification
in the basic scheme whereP will be a subset ofn for
performance reasons)

A. Computation Cost

At each site, the computation cost increase due to
encryption is O(t3 * |CAk|) wheret3 represents the bit-
wise cost of modular exponentiation. This is the cost of
encrypting the support count of each candidate itemsets
in |CAk|. Each polling site performs multiplication of
encrypted support counts for its subset of candidate
itemsets itemsets (with upper bound of|CAk|). Hence,
each polling site suffers a computation cost overhead of
O(t2* |CAk|). The computation overhead of the secure
comparison algorithm is O(λ t) where λ is a security
parameter [15].

B. Storage Cost

The storage overhead at one site is O(t * |CAk|) which
is the size of the encrypted supports. For a polling site,
additional storage of O(t ∗ n∗ | CAk | /P ) is needed for
the encrypted supports received from all other(n − 1)
sites. Finally, the co-polling site has an additional storage
cost of O(t * |CAk|/P ) which is the size of the encrypted
sum of the support values.

C. Communication Cost

At step 2 of the protocol, each site sends the support
count of the candidate itemsets to the corresponding
polling site which is O(n* t* |CAk|) bits of commu-
nication. The polling site sends the encrypted support
count to the decryption site, this requires O(t * |CAk|)
bits of communication. At step 3, the broadcast of the
global heavy itemsets can be done by broadcasting a
|CAk|-bit string where a bit is set to 1 if the itemset
is globally supported, 0 otherwise. This requires O(n *
|CAk|) bits of communication. The overhead of the secure
comparison algorithm is O(λ t) bits of communication
whereλ is a security parameter [15]. Protecting sensitive
itemsets against collusion adds the overhead of passing
the encrypted support count betweenPd co-polling sites
for decryption which is O(Pd* t * |CAk|).

Since all encrypted support counts are sent in one
message to the corresponding polling sites, the number
of messages exchanged in our scheme is a function of
number of polling sites. Figure 3 shows the effect of
changing the number of polling siteP on number of
exchanged messages and the average message length,
in bits. For our evaluation, we used the mining results
from [17] where a synthetic database was generated

from the IBM Almaden generator. The database was
created with parameters:| DB |=1M transactions with 1K
distinct items. We will further assume that the database
is distributed amongn=100 sites, and since the results
in [17] does not report the number of candidates at each
round, we will assume that the number of candidates is 4
times the number of frequent itemsets. Another possible

Figure 3. The Effect of Changing Number of Polling Sites on Number
of Messages and Average Message Length

extension is to set a minimum number of support counts
per message, we will call itLmin, Figure 4 shows the
effect of changingLmin on both number of messages
and the average message length. Hence, setting number of

Figure 4. The Effect of Setting a Minimum Number of Itemsets per
Site, on Number of Messages and Average Message Length

polling sites as a system parameter has two advantageous
results:

- By limiting the number of sites acting as polling
sites, the communication overhead can be adjusted based
on network conditions and consequently enhancing the
performance.

- The protocol becomes scalable for large number of
sites.

Next, we study the overhead introduced when sensitive
itemsets have to be protected against collusion. We choose
Pd as percentage of total number of polling sites and
Table II shows the corresponding overhead in term of
number of messages. AsPd increases, the probability
of collusion decreases but the number of exchanged
messages increases.
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TABLE II.
P3ARM-t MESSAGESOVERHEAD WITH SENSITIVE ITEMSETS

Pd% Messages Overhead

25% 8.87%
50% 18.74%
75% 28.62%
100% 38.5%

VIII. C OMPARISON OFP3ARM-t AND KCP

In this section we will discuss KCP proposed in [2]
and compare and contrast it with P3ARM-t.

KCP runs in two phases to discover candidate itemsets
and to determine which of the candidate itemsets meet
the global support threshold. The first phase uses com-
mutative encryption. Each party encrypts its own itemsets,
then the already encrypted itemsets of every other party.
These are passed around, with each site decrypting, to
obtain the complete set. In the second phase, an initiating
party passes its support count, plus a random value, to its
neighbor. The neighbor adds its support count and passes
it on. The final party then engages in a secure comparison
with the initiating party to determine if the final result is
greater than the threshold plus the random value.

P3ARM-t achieves many enhancements on this scheme
as follows:

- In P3ARM-t, for each itemset, two sites are assigned
as polling sites. This reduces the communication cost and
the computation costs by anO(n). Also in KCP, fake
items are added to the communicated itemsets which adds
to the communication overhead. On the other hand, in our
solution, all candidate sets are tested against the threshold,
this is to avoid revealing the information of which itemsets
are supported at a site. This causes no overhead on local
computation cost but adds a communication overhead in
our scheme especially for the 1-itemsets. This overhead
is minimized in later rounds as itemsets are filtered out
by theApriori procedure.

- KCP dedicates two sites, namely sites 0 and 1, to
collect the encrypted commonly supported itemsets from
the even (odd) sites, this organization raises a potential
collusion problem between these two sites. By randomly
assigning the polling sites to the itemsets, the probability
of collusion is minimized in P3ARM-t.

- Also, it should be noted that in KCP the number
of messages exchanged is a function of number of sites,
as the candidate itemsets must be encrypted (and later
decrypted) by all the participating sites. So, as number
of participating sites increases, the scheme becomes im-
practical. On the other hand, the number of messages in
P3ARM-t depends on number of designated polling sites
which is considered as a system parameter and can be
adjusted to enhance the performance.

- P3ARM-t achieves high level of parallelism since
comparisons of support counts are done between different
pairs of polling and co-polling sites in parallel, which
reduces the total execution time of the protocol.

- KCP suffers from three potential collusion problems:
The collusion between sitesi + 1 and sitei − 1, which
compromises the secrecy of sitei for all itemsets during
the whole protocol execution. Also, if sitei colludes
with site i − 1, it can learn the number of commonly
supported itemsets with sitei + 1. Finally, the collusion
between sites 0 and 1 may reveal the actual itemsets. A
solution is proposed to solve the first collusion problem
by splitting the input between the sites. On the other
hand, our solution suffers from one collusion problem; the
collusion between the polling and co-polling sites. If these
two sites collude, they can reveal the local supports of
an itemset. However, the probability of such collusion is
minimized in our protocol due to the fact that the itemsets
are arbitrary assigned to polling sites, that is, it is not
known, at the beginning of the protocol, which site will
be assigned to which itemsets, as the supported itemsets
are only discovered during the execution of the protocol.
Moreover, P3ARM-t identifies the sensitive itemsets and
applies threshold decryption to minimize the potential of
collusion by distributing the decryption key among a set
of co-polling sites. Table III summarizes the differences
between the two approaches.

IX. CONCLUSION

We proposed P3ARM-t, a new efficient protocol for
mining association rules over horizontally partitioned
data. The protocol works for three or more parties under
the semi-honest model. P3ARM-t introduces minimal
overhead to the mining task due to the privacy require-
ments. The key idea is to arbitrary assign polling sites
to collect the itemsets’ supports in encrypted forms. We
proved that our solution outperforms the one presented
in [2] by an order of n (where n is the number of
sites participating in the protocol) in both the commu-
nication and the computation overhead. P3ARM-t also
minimizes the probability and effect of collusion between
the participating sites and hence protects the secrecy of
the support count of sensitive itemsets. Directions for
future work include combining the data randomization
and cryptography-based approaches for privately mining
association rules. This should enhance the protocol per-
formance, minimize the information leakage and realize
high output precision. A possible extension to P3ARM-t
is to use a similar hashing technique as the one proposed
in [11] to filter out itemsets that are tested against the
support threshold. Another possible extension to reduce
the number of communicated messages is to have the
sites probabilistically send the local support value for
an itemset. Obviously, the mining results in this case
will be an approximation. The accuracy of the results
may be enhanced by providing information on the data
distribution at each site to recover the missing values.
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El-Gamal Cryptosystem
The El-Gamal cryptosystem supports both the threshold

encryption and the homomorphism over the addition. The
El-Gamal cryptosystem works for any family of groups
for which the discrete logarithm is considered intractable.
As with all asymmetric key encryption algorithms, El-
Gamal consists of three components: the key generator,
the encryption algorithm, and the decryption algorithm.
The key generator works as follows:

1) Alice generates a description of a cyclic groupG
of orderq with generatorg.

2) Alice chooses a randomx from {0, ..., q − 1}.
3) Alice computesh = gx.
4) Alice publishesh, along with the description ofG,

q, g, as her public key. Alice retainsx as her secret
key.

The encryption algorithm works as follows: to encrypt a
messagem to Alice under her public key(G, q, g, h),

1) Bob convertsm into an element ofG.
2) Bob chooses a randomk from {0, ..., q − 1}, then

calculatesc1 = gk andc2 = m ∗ hk

3) Bob sends the ciphertext (c1, c2) to Alice.

The decryption algorithm works as follows: to decrypt a
ciphertext (c1, c2) with her secret keyx,

1) Alice computesc2/cx
1 as the plaintext message.

Note that the decryption algorithm produces the intended
message:c2/cx

1 = m ∗ hk/gxk = m ∗ gxk/gxk = m
If the space of possible messages is larger than the

size of G, then the message can be split into several
pieces and each piece can be encrypted independently.
The security of our protocol rests on the security of the
El-Gamal cryptosystem. A disadvantage of El-Gamal
encryption is that there is message expansion by a factor
of 2. However, when encrypting,c1 = gk is independent
of the message and can be computed only once and used
for all subsequent communication.

Homomorphic El-Gamal Encryption
The El-Gamal encryption can be used while realizing

homomorphism over the addition as group operation for
the message space. Instead ofGq, the message space will
beZq with additionmodulo q as group operation. Given
a fixed generatorg ∈ Gq , the encryption of a message
m ∈ Zq will be the El-Gamal encryption ofgm. The
observation is now that, given two encryption ofm1and
m2, respectively, the product is an encryption ofm1 +
m2 modulo q. Notice that for such a scheme decryption
involves the computation of a discrete log, which is a hard
task in general. Nevertheless it can be done efficiently for
small messages.
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